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ABSTRACT Nanometer-sized gaps between plasmonically coupled adjacent

metal nanoparticles enclose extremely localized optical ﬁelds, which are strongly
enhanced. This enables the dynamic investigation of nanoscopic amounts of
material in the gap using optical interrogation. Here we use impinging light to
directly tune the optical resonances inside the plasmonic nanocavity formed
between single gold nanoparticles and a gold surface, ﬁlled with only yoctograms
of semiconductor. The gold faces are separated by either monolayers of
molybdenum disulﬁde (MoS2) or two-unit-cell thick cadmium selenide (CdSe) nanoplatelets. This extreme conﬁnement produces modes with 100-fold
compressed wavelength, which are exquisitely sensitive to morphology. Infrared scattering spectroscopy reveals how such nanoparticle-on-mirror modes
directly trace atomic-scale changes in real time. Instabilities observed in the facets are crucial for applications such as heat-assisted magnetic recording that
demand long-lifetime nanoscale plasmonic structures, but the spectral sensitivity also allows directly tracking photochemical reactions in these
2-dimensional solids.
KEYWORDS: tunable plasmons . 2D-materials . molybdenum disulﬁde . waveguides . nanoparticles . nano-optics

T

he nanoparticle on mirror (NPoM) geometry provides unique possibilities
to study isolated plasmonic junctions
reliably and over a long time.13 In contrast
to individual nanoparticle (NP) dimers,4 this
geometry allows for simple placement of
ultrathin spacer materials into the gap and
hence to create stable and well-deﬁned junctions with intriguing materials properties
(Figure 1a). Since the discovery of graphene
and a range of other 2-dimensional (2D)
materials,5,6 combining them with plasmonics is of growing interest for a wide range of
applications in nano-optoelectronics, quantum information, and biosensing.7,8
The optical scattering spectrum of a NP
near a metallic surface consists of several
coupled modes. One weaker mode corresponds to transverse dipolar charge oscillations inside the NP alone (T).7,911 However,
the dominant modes shift to the red due
to longitudinal coupling between the NP
and its image in the mirror surface, forming
SIGLE ET AL.

dipole, quadrupole and higher-order
modes.9 In the work here, the combination
of ultrathin gaps and faceting of the NPs
produces nanometer-thick plasmonic cavities in which resonant gap plasmons are
conﬁned to form lateral standing waves (of
mode index s = 1, 2, 3,...).7,12 The spectral
positions of these modes reveal the morphology of the nanostructure and are highly
sensitive to small variations of the NP facet
sizes. We demonstrate that both semiconductor gap composition and NP morphology can be changed by optical irradiation,
thus actively tuning the coupled plasmons
as well as tracking few-atom restructurings.
The observed metalinsulatormetal (MIM)
cavity modes are tightly conﬁned in the
nanoscale gaps, but oscillate for many cycles
and couple well to incident light, serving
as ideal nanoprobes. Studying such atomic
instabilities using electron microscopies
(such as EELS) is problematic for diameters
>5 nm13 (see Supporting Information), and
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The broadband dark-ﬁeld (DF) scattering spectra of
individual 100 nm NPoMs are investigated during
irradiation with 448 nm laser light on a 3 μm diameter
spot. Semiconducting spacers of either CdSe nanoplatelets1,14,15 with a thickness of 4 atomic layers
(which have bandgap at 510 nm), corresponding to a
1.4 nm thick gap, or MoS2 monolayers (0.65 nm thickness, with bandgap at 690 nm, Figure 1d) are used (see
Methods). The scattering of particles placed on top of
such sheets can be clearly distinguished from those
located directly on the gold surface by their color. The
MoS2 spacer represents a highly robust and inert
boundary between AuNP and substrate (as conﬁrmed
by Raman scattering) and in contrast to graphene
monolayers,7 is intrinsically insulating. On the other
hand, the CdSe spacer undergoes photochemical
SIGLE ET AL.
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)
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tends to be invasive as well as only operating in
vacuum, precluding in situ photochemistry.
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Figure 1. Scattering of NP on mirror with semiconductor
nanospacers. (a) AuNP spaced above gold surface by 2D
semiconductor sheet, forming MIM cavity. (b) TEM micrograph of faceted NP (scale bar 50 nm). (c) DF-STEM image of
NPoM cross-section. The MIM cavity formed by facet and
surface is clearly visible (scale bar 50 nm). (d) DF scattering
and SEM of NP on MoS2 (scale bar 1 μm). (e) Experimental
and (f) Boundary Element Method (BEM) simulation of
NPoM optical response. Labeled are resonances arising
from hybridized MIM cavity modes (j1,j2,j3) and the transverse single NP mode (T).

oxidation which enables direct real-time study of
the far-ﬁeld response to variations of the dielectric
environment inside the gap.
Surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)1,1620
conﬁrms that all studied AuNPs sit on top of these
semiconductor layers (see Supporting Information),
which are immersed in the intense enhanced optical
ﬁelds from the coupled plasmons. Raman scattering
from MoS2-ﬁlled gaps is enhanced by >5 orders of
magnitude (Supporting Information Figure S2) when
resonantly excited at 633 nm while the photoluminescence remains unaﬀected (Supporting Information
Figure S2c).
The dark-ﬁeld scattering spectra of individual
NPoMs exhibit four clear modes (Figure 1e), which
match those expected from full electromagnetic simulations (Figure 1f). Using a supercontinuum source and
infrared reﬂecting objective (Methods), we access the
spectral range up to 1700 nm. The short-wavelength
T mode is accompanied by gap-plasmon modes labeled j1,2,3 which theory shows match the lateral
standing wave symmetries. Irradiating the NPoM at
high angles (using high-NA objectives) accesses the
vertical ﬁeld polarizations of these gap plasmons.7 We
clearly resolve the more dipole-like mode in the infrared which has a broad line shape because it is radiatively well-coupled. The plasmonic nature of these
modes is conﬁrmed by polarization-resolved measurements (Supporting Information Figure S3). Because of
the higher noise for λ > 1000 nm arising from the
smaller collection NA and detection eﬃciency, for the
rest of this paper we concentrate on the j2,3 modes in
the visible/near-IR and employ dark-ﬁeld refracting
objectives.
The NPoM forms a metalinsulatormetal cavity
with lateral boundary conditions deﬁned by the
facet width (Figure 1c, Figure 2a,b).2123 The basis
states in this cavity for in-plane wavevector k correspond to the MIM waveguide dispersion E(k ), which
can be calculated for very thin gaps24,25 (d < 10 nm)
giving the eﬀective waveguide refractive index, neﬀ =
pck /E (see Supporting Information eq (S1), Figure S8),
dependent on the dielectric constants εm in the metal
and εd the gap dielectric. The facet width deﬁnes lateral discretization of these MIM waveguide modes
resulting in solutions of diﬀerent symmetry within
the cavities. In a 1D depiction, the s modes resemble
standing waves (Figure 2), as discussed below. For the
2D modes on a circular drum-like facet, this gives
approximate solutions for the resonant incident wavelengths λi = πwneﬀ/Ri where w is the facet diameter,
0
0
Ri = Ri þ φi and Ri = 3.8, 7.0, 10.2, ... is the i -th antinode of
the J0 Bessel function, while φi is a phase-shift extracted
from the exact simulations.26 The s = 1 mode
(associated with R1) is suppressed in large cavities
due to charge symmetry considerations (to be reported elsewhere). An even simpler analytic expression
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Figure 2. MIM waveguide model. (a) Dispersion of MIM waveguide with s = 1,2,3,4 modes for varying facet size. Shaded area
shows experimentally accessed facet range. (b) 1D MIM waveguide with boundary conditions deﬁned by the facet size.
(c) Lateral normalized ﬁeld distribution |E|2 for ﬁrst three modes seen in the nanogap of Figure 1d for increasing facet widths
from 10 to 30 nm (top 3 rows) and vertical ﬁeld distribution of 30 nm facet (bottom).

can be derived if the Drude model for Au is assumed,
εm = ε0  λ2/λ2p, giving
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
wεd
λi =λp
þ ε0
(1)
dRi
for the resonances (Figure 2a). This estimate gives a good
account of the modes observed in Figure 1c,d, and
corresponds well to full BEM simulations, showing modes
symmetric in z, contrasting to those found in larger
gap systems.21 It also conﬁrms that the eﬀective refractive index for the MoS2 NPoM system exceeds
neﬀ > 100 implying that the in-plane wavelength is of
order λi/neﬀ ∼ 10 nm. This explains why these modes can
ﬁt within such small facets, which exist on all the Au
nanoparticles used here (as in TEM of Figure 1b). For
larger facets, the resonant wavelength is larger, producing wider annular ﬁeld distributions as shown in
Figure 2c. We note that these MIM cavity modes (s)
eﬃciently couple to light due to mixing with the matched
symmetries of the dipolar (l = 1), quadrupolar (l = 2) and
higher order NP plasmons which act as antennae modes
(dashed in Figure 2a). This results in radiative coupling of
J0 transverse modes in the gap (although additional
nonradiative J1 modes are present). This mixing will be
dealt with in detail elsewhere, but does not substantively
change the broad picture presented. The localized
modes evidenced here are thus built from the thinnest
waveguide modes yet seen in any system.
Under UV irradiation, red-shifting of these coupled
modes (j2,3) from single AuNPs on both MoS2 (Figure 3a)
and CdSe (Figure 3b) is observed, while the T modes
are not aﬀected. We ﬁrst irradiate at wavelengths
away from the plasmonic resonances although signiﬁcant ﬁeld focusing is still present in the nm-gap.
The dynamics of the mode shifts depend on the spacer
SIGLE ET AL.

composition. For MoS2, the gap modes slowly and
monotonically red-shift with irradiation time at a rate
(d/dt)ΔλMoS2
slow =0.06 ( 0.04 nm/s apparently dependent
on the exact morphology of the AuNPs.
For CdSe, the slow shifts are also observed under
irradiation but are accompanied by an initial much
faster red-shifting regime (d/dt)ΔλCdSe
fast = 6 ( 2 nm/s
which saturates exponentially after ∼20s. This fast
redshift regime is absent with the MoS2 spacer.
The sensitivity of this nanomaterial construct to
irradiation depends on using the pinhole-free ultrathin
semiconductors as structural barriers preventing fusion of the AuNPs and Au substrate. Irradiation excites
electrons both in the semiconductor layers and in the
local gold surroundings. Since plasmon tunings observed here are irreversible, they do not arise from
instantaneous changes in the semiconductor refractive
index via electronic nonlinearities. Instead, irreversible
changes in nanojunction geometry and composition
occur through several mechanisms.
The slow red-shift of the plasmonic modes with
irradiation can be explained by nanoscale resculpting
of the gold atoms around the junction region. Eﬀects of
gold mobility have been observed previously for both
intense optical27 and thermal28 excitation. Here, both
nanoscale optical forces and opto-thermal heating
induce a restructuring at the gap, although no global
morphology change is apparent in SEMs (despite
strenuous eﬀorts because they are so small changes,
see Supporting Information). The gap plasmons in
the MIM cavity formed by the semiconductor spacer
red-shift as the lower NP facet grows (inset Figure 3a),
which happens as mobile Au surface atoms are dragged
into this ultrathin “optical capacitor” (Figure 3c). We ﬁnd
that no other explanations are capable of accounting for
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Figure 3. Optical tuning of coupled gap plasmons. (a and b) Scattering spectra of (a) MoS2 and (b) CdSe NPoM during
irradiation with 448 nm laser light. The 514 nm peak in (b) is CdSe photoluminescence. (c) BEM simulation of NPoM optical
response with increasing NP facet diameter, showing the j2,3 modes (dashed). (d) For all diﬀerent NPoMs, measured spectral
splitting Δλ = λ2  λ3 increases with time compared to average spectral position, for CdSe and MoS2 spacers. Gray dots
indicate beginning of irradiation.

the spectral changes observed, given that the gap
material remains intact (see below). For instance alternative tuning eﬀects could arise from local damage of
the MoS2 spacer. This can be ruled out as the SERS and
photoluminescence are not aﬀected by optical irradiation, conﬁrming that the integrity of this system is
preserved while Au reconstruction takes place. Conducting pinholes would yield blueshifts by discharging the
plasmonic gap, thus reducing the strength of the plasmonic coupling. Reorientation of the AuNP facet during
irradiation is also unlikely as changes in the scattering
would depend strongly on the exact gap morphology
whereas the observed phenomena are highly reproducible over hundreds of investigated NPoMs.
With the use of eq 1, the rate of atoms arriving at the
facet is
·
dN πRi w 2 λ2i d λi
= 2: 2 :
:
dt
λp a wεd λi

(2)

where the Drude plasma wavelength for Au is λp =
154 nm, and the atomic spacing a = 0.4 nm (see
Supporting Information). This implies that a 1% shift in
the j2 mode corresponds to the arrival of 500 atoms onto
the facet, or a change in facet radius of less than 1 atom.
These light-induced plasmon shifts are investigated
on a range of NPoMs with both MoS2 and CdSe nanospacers (Figure 3d). The narrower gap formed by 0.7 nm
MoS2 compared to 1.4 nm CdSe, as well as their diﬀerent
out-of-plane permittivities, produces longer wavelength gap modes for MoS2. This 40% additional redshift corresponds to signiﬁcantly greater ﬁeld enhancement and localization inside the MoS2 2D semiconductor
sheets. Similar red-shifts under UV irradiation are seen in
SIGLE ET AL.

all cases, with the spectral separation between j2,j3
always increasing. This is expected since conﬁned MIM
modes at higher energies sit where the dispersion is
ﬂatter (Supporting Information Figure S7) and thus tune
less with a change in facet width. For the 30 nm-wide
facets seen on most AuNPs here, the tuning rate of λ2 is
predicted to be 40% faster than λ3, in line with our
measurements. Irradiation with UV deposits energy predominantly in the gold as well as the semiconductor
layers, concentrated near the gap by lightning rod
eﬀects. Irradiating with a 637 nm pump at identical
power levels gives similar (but ∼10 times slower) redshifts due to the reduced NPoM cross-section. While
independent structural corroboration is inaccessible because these junctions are hidden beneath much bigger
nanoparticles, we demonstrate here that optics provides
an exquisitely sensitive tool to track material dynamics
on the nanoscale. For the 1 nm spectral tracking of
the plasmon modes available, we are already sensitive
to ∼10 Au atoms adhering to the facets each 10 ms
integration time, and this can be further optimized.
While neither the Raman scattering nor the photoluminescence from the MoS2-ﬁlled gaps are aﬀected
throughout the irradiation process, this is not true for
the CdSe platelets. Simultaneous with the fast plasmonic red-shift seen at early times when irradiating the
CdSe-ﬁlled gaps is a decay of the CdSe photoluminescence as well as a decay in the SERS strength of the
longitudinal optical (LO) phonon (Figure 3b, Supporting
Information Figure S5). Both decays happen on the
same time scale and match the faster plasmonic redshift
rate. However, the luminescence only decays down to
∼15% of its initial value regardless of illumination power
suggesting that the CdSe is not ablated in the process
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CONCLUSION
The potential for plasmon-induced photochemistry thus suggests a powerful way to adapt

METHODS
Sample Preparation. Flat gold layers 70 nm thick were electron-beam-evaporated onto Si wafers. For CdSe nanoplatelet
monolayers, the gold surfaces were soaked in 5 mM aqueous
4-aminothiophoenol (ATP) for 24 h. The surfaces were dipped in
hexane solution with well-dispersed CdSe nanoplatelets for
another 24 h. We obtain platelet monolayers with a surface
coverage of ∼60%.
Single crystalline MoS2 monolayers were grown by chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) on a sapphire substrate.32 The MoS2
monolayer is transferred to a gold substrate using a standard
PMMA transfer method.33
Citrate-stabilized colloidal 100 nm AuNPs in aqueous solution were drop cast onto the sample where surface-binding
takes place. After 5 min, excess NP solution was washed away
with deionized water.
Experimental Spectroscopy. Optical spectroscopy was performed on a microscope in dark-field (DF) configuration connected to a CCD and using a confocal fiber collection
arrangement coupled to a cooled spectrometer. A 100 darkfield objective (Olympus) with collection NA = 0.85 is used,
providing excitation through an angular ring around 60° surrounding the collection cone. Intensities used were sufficiently
low that no spectral changes were observed without additional
laser irradiation. A pump laser (448 nm, 1 mW at sample) is
coupled through the same microscope objective to study the
irradiation dependence. The resulting power density on the
sample is 140 kW/cm2 given a measured spot size of ∼3 μm.
Control measurements were also carried out with a 637 nm laser
with the same power density.
Infrared spectroscopy was performed using a Fianium SC400 supercontinuum source with power density ∼100 kW/cm2
impinging from the side at an angle of 80° and a 40 reﬂective

SIGLE ET AL.

metalsemiconductor nanoarchitectures using the
resonant tuning of coupled modes together with their
optical irradiation. The simple NPoM assembly demonstrated provides a universal base geometry which can
be manipulated for a wide variety of 2D semiconductor
layers. We demonstrate that optothermal and photochemical reactions involving only few hundred atoms
can be tracked in real time using optical scattering at
single plasmonic junctions. We show that established
MIM models are even applicable for extreme conﬁnement below 1 nm, which is of high relevance for optical
circuitry.
This opens up new possibilities for sensing technologies to probe corrosion processes, catalytic reactions,
photochemical water splitting, and many other material modiﬁcations in extremely conﬁned volumes
below a few nm3. The ability to track the smallest-scale
restructurings in AuNPs potentially allows for the local
nanoscale determination of many parameters such as
surface energy, adsorption, temperature or roughness
at solidgas or solidliquid interfaces, as well as
directly accessing the dynamics of atom motion. The
fact that atoms are mobile under optical irradiation is
critically relevant for new developments in heat-assisted magnetic recording (HAMR) for hard-drives,30,31
which is emerging as a favored industrial solution to
higher areal density storage, as well as for the stability
of plasmonic sensing platforms.

ARTICLE

(Supporting Information Figure S5). Further evidence for
this comes from rapid shifts in the CdSe LO phonon,
commonly attributed to increased strain, and the appearance of a new Raman line near 270 cm1 which is
attributed to CdO29 (Supporting Information Figure S6).
We thus conclude that the fast shift arises from a rapid
plasmon-enhanced photochemical reaction in the
nanogap of the surface layers oxidizing CdSe to CdO.
Oxidation of the outer CdSe monolayer would lead
to a >100 nm blue-shift jump of the bandgap (since the
electrons are more conﬁned inside the remaining inner
e3 ML CdSe), as well as to the observed changes in the
Raman scattering. The blue-shifted bandgap is now at
higher energy than the excitation laser, thus turning oﬀ
further excitation.6,7 These light-induced modiﬁcations
of a few hundred semiconductor bonds in the gap lead
to changes in the average refractive index (perpendicular to the layers) and to a reduction in the gap size
since the relevant c-layer lattice constant drops from
6.1 to 4.7 Å in CdO. Modiﬁcations of the surrounding
ligands are unable to account for our observations as
control irradiation measurements with only these ligands (ATP and oleic acid) inside the gap without any
platelets do not exhibit such a shift.

infrared objective with NA = 0.5 used for collection of scattered
light.
Raman measurements were taken on a Renishaw InVia
Raman microscope with resonant excitation of the plasmonic
gap mode at 633 nm.
Dark-Field Scanning Transmission Microscopy (DF-STEM) Imaging.
First, the NPoM was embedded in a platinum matrix which
was evaporated onto the sample surface. A 500 nm thick crosssectional slab was then isolated from the sample by focused-ionbeam milling, mounted on a TEM grid using a nanomanipulator
and polished down to a thickness of ∼100 nm. DF-STEM imaging
was performed in a Hitachi S-5500 SEM at 30 kV acceleration
voltage.
Theory Simulations. Exact simulations were carried out using
the Boundary Element Method (BEM),34,35 with grids sufficiently
small to ensure converged solutions in all cases. In the optical
response of the NPoM, nonlocal effects are included in our local
calculations by conveniently rescaling the separation distances
and the dielectric function within the gap, as introduced in
Teperik et al.36 To that end, the combination of separation
distance and dielectric function that best reproduces our
experimental results is 0.6 nm for the gap distance and 3.24
for the transverse dielectric function of MoS2, matching well the
calculated values for monolayer MoS2.37 This choice of parameters for the local calculations including nonlocal effects
differs from the actual physical values by only a few Angstroms
for the separation distance and a few tenths for the refractive
index. A similar procedure was adopted for the CdSe layer.
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